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Wednesday, 9 December:  
Intergroup processes: Wealth, stratification and political attitudes

9:30–11:00:  **Lecture 1:** “The wealth paradox: Economic prosperity and hardening attitudes towards minorities”

11:00–11:20:  Break

11:20–13:00:  Questions, and discussion in smaller workgroups

13:00–14:00:  Lunch

14:00–15:30:  **Lecture 2:** “Who is most concerned about societal inequality: The wealthy or the poor?”

15:30–15:50:  Break

15:50–17:00:  Questions, and discussion in smaller workgroups

Thursday, 10 December:  
Intragroup processes: Marginal group membership, group identification and health

9:30–11:00:  **Lecture 3:** “The path of peripherals”

11:00–11:20:  Break

11:20–13:00:  Questions, and discussion in smaller workgroups

13:00–14:00:  Lunch

14:00–15:30:  **Lecture 4:** “Introduction to the Social Cure: How group membership affects health and well-being”

15:30–15:50:  Break

15:50–17:00:  Questions, and discussion in smaller workgroups
Friday, 11 December
Multiple group memberships and breaking the cycle of disadvantage

9:30–10:40: Student Research Presentations (your research)

10:40–11:00: Break

11:00–13:00: Public talk: “The more the merrier: Social identities as a resource in times of need”

13:00–14:00: Lunch

14:00–15:30: Lecture 5: “Groups for health: Interventions among the poor, addicted, and the homeless”

15:30–15:50: Break

15:50–17:00: Final discussion and presentation of research ideas

Recommended Reading

Lectures 1 & 2

Lecture 3

Lecture 4

Lecture 5